**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**HOOD PINS**
- Gives competition look
- Quick removal of hood/deck
- Hardware included

*Mr. Gasket Hood And Deck Pinning Kit*  
GAS 1016
- Hood pin anchors ensure your hood stays latched
- Crafted from billet aluminum and steel
- Installation requires a rivet gun and extensive drilling
- Professional install is suggested

*APC Universal Fit Racing Hood Pin Kit* PLT 155103

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**ACCESSORIES**
- Available in 1 in. wide x 12 ft. rolls
- Withstands temperatures from -60 degrees F (-54 C) to 500 degrees F (260 C)
- Seal ends of hoses, bundle & wrap wires, weatherproof connections & more
- Can be applied to wet surfaces
- Corrosion & moisture resistant

*Design Engineering Quick-Fix Self-Adhering Tape - Black* DEI 10491

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**AIR CLEANER ASSEMBLES**
- Chrome finished top
- Plated steel base
- High CFM
- Replaceable paper element
- Flame-retardant element

*Mr. Gasket Easy-Flow Air Cleaner* GAS 1487
- Chrome plated base and top
- Made of steel
- Comes with filter bolt and nut
- Fits 2-3-4 barrel Carbs with 5-1/8 in. neck
- High flow white filter

*Mr. Gasket Easy-Flow Air Cleaner* GAS 1486

- Super Flow; Good Filtration
- Urethane Foam Element
- Strong Metal Inner Frame
- Performance Benefits
- Cleans With Soap and Water

*Edelbrock Pro-Flo 1000 Series; Re-Usable Air Cleaner* EBK 1002
- Edelbrock triple chrome-plated round air cleaner #1223 work with all popular 5-1/8” diameter Carburetors (Performer Series, Thunder Series AVS, Holley, Thermo-Quad, Quadra jet and Carter AFB).
- The 10” and 14” models have knock-outs in the air cleaner base for use with Edelbrock crank case ventilation adapter #1205 (sold separately).
- #1208, #1209 and #1221 fit all Edelbrock Carburetors.
- Heights of air cleaners are in parentheses, measured from the gasket flange to the top of the supplied retaining nut.
- Dimensions are accurate within 1/8”.

*Edelbrock Pro-Flo Black 14" Round Air Cleaner with 3" Paper Element (Deep Flange)* EBK 1223
- Stamped From 18-Gauge Steel
- Triple-Chrome Plated
- High-Quality Finish
- Great Looks
- Works With All 5.125 in. Carbs

*Edelbrock Pro-Flo; Chrome Air Cleaner* EBK 1221
- Stamped From 18-Gauge Steel
- Triple-Chrome Plated
- High-Quality Finish
- Great Looks
- Works With All 5.125 in. Carbs

*Edelbrock Pro-Flo; Chrome Air Cleaner* EBK 1208
- Triple Chrome Plated
- Open Element Style
- Low Restriction
- Traditional Look

*Holley Chrome Round Air Cleaner* HOL 120-102
- Replacement Filter: 48022
- Red synthetic media
- Fits Carburetors and TBI throttle bodies with 5-1/8” inlet
- 14 by 3 inch tall assembly with Extraflow filter lid
- Zinc plated 1-1/4 inch drop base for increased hood clearance

*Spectre Extraflow Air Cleaner* KN 47623

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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AIR INTAKES

- Estimated Horsepower Gain: 15.66 HP @ 4688 RPM
- Replacement Filter: RF-1044
- Guaranteed horsepower gain
- Designed to improve throttle response and engine sound
- Free-Flowing High Density Polyethylene Tube

K&N Performance Intake Kit KN 63-1561

- Universal air intake system that fits many applications
- Includes a 3 inch intake tube, integrated air sensor inlets, adapters and support brackets
- Spectre air filter sold separately
- Designed to increase horsepower

Spectre Air Intake Civic Integra KN 8219

- Replacement Filter: HPR9881
- Designed for horsepower and torque increase
- Easy to install performance
- Includes a red Spectre air filter
- High quality polished aluminum tubes

Spectre Air Intake Kit KN 9900

- Replacement Filter: HPR9891
- Designed for horsepower and torque increase
- Easy to install performance
- Includes a red Spectre air filter
- High quality polished aluminum tubes

Spectre Air Intake Kit KN 9918

PERFORMANCE PARTS

AIR FILTERS

- Fits our 1487 and 4342 air cleaner
- Made of high flow paper material
- Has rubber seals
- Has wire screen inside
- Has wire mesh outside to prevent damage

Mr. Gasket Replacement Air Filter Element GAS 1487A

- This filter is 10 inch. Diameter 2 inch. High
- Filter is made of high flow paper
- There are other sizes available

Mr. Gasket Replacement Air Filter Element GAS 6479

- Constructed from high quality material
- Offers long lasting durability
- Ensures proper fitting

Mr. Gasket Replacement Air Filter Element GAS 1489A

- Pro-Flo 1000 Series, with the popular reusable air #1099 filter, offers superior flow capacity, low profile, good filtration, performance benefits and long-term savings

Edelbrock Air Cleaner Element EBK 1099

- Edelbrock Universal Pro-Flo Conical Air Filter #43641 is an economical way to ensure your engine is getting clean air, without the expense of buying a new filter every few thousand miles.
- Its constructed for superior filtration and air flow performance.
- Features triple chrome plated trim for a show-quality look.
- Universal Fit Series is also designed with three inlet adapter rings for use on 3", 3.5" and 4" inlet tube systems.
- It also feature the Edelbrock exclusive Pro-Charge clean strip for easy maintenance.

Edelbrock Pro-Flo Universal Red Medium Conical Air Filter with 3", 3.5", and 4" Inlet EBK 43641

- Designed for low restriction and more power
- Washable/reusable high quality synthetic material
- Use with AccuCharge precision oiling system
- Measures 13.875 inches O.D. x 11.6 inches I.D. x 2.875 inches tall
- Designed for 14 inch assemblies

Spectre Air Filter KN 880136

- High flow filter designed to fit 3 inch, 3 1/2 inch and 4 inch tubes
- Quality materials used throughout including washable, oiled synthetic media, urethane, and steel mesh
- Factory pre-oiled and ready to use
- Includes adapter rings

Spectre Air Filter 2.625 in Tall, Black KN 8161
Spectre Air Filter 2.625 in Tall, Red KN 8162
Spectre Air Filter 2.625 in Tall, Blue KN 8166
Spectre Air Filter 2.625 in Tall, White KN 8168

- 3 inch inlet
- High-flow washable oiled synthetic material
- Factory pre-oiled
- Easy to install

Spectre Air Filter 6.5 in Tall, Red KN 9132
Spectre Air Filter 6.5 in Tall, Black KN 9131

- High flow filter designed to fit 3 inch, 3 1/2 inch and 4 inch tubes
- Quality materials used throughout including washable, oiled synthetic media, urethane, and steel mesh
- Factory pre-oiled and ready to use
- Includes adapter rings

Spectre Air Filter 6.7 in Tall, Black KN 8131
Spectre Air Filter 6.7 in Tall, Red KN 8132
Spectre Air Filter 6.7 in Tall, Blue KN 8136
Spectre Air Filter 6.7 in Tall, White KN 8138

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• High flow filter designed to fit 3 inch, 3 1/2 inch and 4 inch tubes
• Quality materials used throughout including oiled, washable synthetic media, urethane, and steel mesh
• Factory pre-oiled and ready to use
• Includes adapter rings

**Spectre Air Filter 8.75 in Tall, Black** KN 9731
**Spectre Air Filter 8.75 in Tall, Red** KN 9732
**Spectre Air Filter 8.75 in Tall, Blue** KN 9736
**Spectre Air Filter 8.75 in Tall, White** KN 9738

• K&N’s Universal Air Filters are designed and manufactured for a wide variety of applications including racing vehicles, radio-controlled cars, generators, snowmobiles, tractors, and other applications.
• Regardless of the angle or offset diameter of the air intake, there is probably a K&N Universal air filter for your equipment.
• All filters are constructed with ultra-strong molded pliable rubber flanges which absorb vibration and allow for secure attachment and can also be stretched for up to 1/16 of an inch (1.5mm) to fit in-between sizes.
• K&N universal air filters are washable and reusable.

**K&N Universal Rubber Filter** KN RE-0850

• This is the last air filter your vehicle will ever need!
• Designed to increase horsepower and acceleration
• Hundreds of sizes and shapes for most applications
• High air flow with excellent filtration
• Clamp-on washable and reusable air filter

**K&N Universal Rubber Filter** KN RE-0870

• This is the last air filter your vehicle will ever need!
• Designed to increase horsepower and acceleration
• Hundreds of sizes and shapes for most applications
• High air flow with excellent filtration
• Clamp-on washable and reusable air filter

**K&N Universal Rubber Filter** KN RE-0930

• This is the last air filter your vehicle will ever need!
• Designed to increase horsepower and acceleration
• Hundreds of sizes and shapes for most applications
• High air flow with excellent filtration
• Clamp-on washable and reusable air filter

**K&N Universal Rubber Filter** KN RE-0950

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**FILTER ACCESSORIES**

• Eliminates air cleaner fit problems
• Helps clear throttle or transmission linkage
• High-impact heat resistant material

**Mr. Gasket Air Cleaner And Riser Kit** GAS 6411G

**Spectre Accucharge Kit Clear** KN 884820

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**MODULAR INTAKES**

• Designed specifically for the cleaning and care of all Spectre HPR filters
• 12 ounce bottle of cleaner and 8 ounce bottle of oil
• The graduations on the bottle allow precise measuring
• Spray top bottles make cleaner application effortless

**Spectre Accucharge Kit Clear** KN 884820
Performance Parts

- **Spectre Vacuum Sensor Adapter Kit KN 8711**
  - Co-polymer ABS resin construction insulates the intake tract from heat
  - Includes chrome plated collar clamp
  - 3 inch outside diameter with a 45 degree center bend
  - Combine with other 3 inch chrome tubes to create an intake for almost any application
  - Smooth interior helps deliver superior air flow to your engine

- **Spectre Intake Tube 8" Straight KN 8718**
  - 3-1/2 inch inside diameter
  - 2 inches long
  - Constructed from durable reinforced rubber
  - Designed to be used as a replacement part or for custom do-it-yourself applications

- **Spectre Intake Tube 90 Degree KN 8698**
  - 3 inch diameter elbow
  - 60 degree elbow
  - Co-polymer resin insulates from heat
  - Triple chromium plating deflects heat
  - Smooth inside delivers higher airflow to engine

- **Spectre Intake Tube 60 Degree Chrome KN 8668**
  - Co-polymer ABS resin construction insulates the intake tract from heat
  - Includes chrome plated collar clamp
  - 3 inch outside diameter with a 45 degree center bend
  - Combine with other 3 inch chrome tubes to create an intake for almost any application
  - Smooth interior helps deliver superior air flow to your engine

- **Spectre Air Duct Mounting Plate KN 8148**
  - Universal modular air intake
  - Light weight, high impact ABS plastic, mounting plate has outside measurements of 3 3/4 inch x 4 inch
  - Mounts to flat surface
  - Made from high quality material

- **Spectre Air Duct Filter Adapter KN 8147**
  - Allows attachment of 3 inch diameter duct components
  - Used with 813x Series, 816x Series and 973x Series filters
  - Universal application
  - Made from high quality material

FILTER ACCESSORIES

- **Mr. Gasket Universal Air Cleaner Stud Kit GAS 6399**
  - Galvanized steel bolt nut and adapter
  - Will fit most domestic Chrysler, Ford, and GM applications
  - Allows use of a 5 inch filter element

- **Mr. Gasket Air Cleaner Spin Nut GAS 9863**
  - Carborator Air Cleaner Center Nut Small Chevy Bowtie Style Black Center w/ Red
  - A must-have for Chevy engine air cleaner kits.
  - Chrome-plated zinc die-cast for durability and good looks.
  - Center nut fits both 1/4"-20 and 5/16"-18 studs.
  - For engines with MAF sensors and 3 inch openings

- **Chevrolet Performance Center Nut for Chevy Engine Air Cleaners STY 141-333**
  - Made of black PVC
  - Comes complete with 2 Stainless steel worm gear hose clamps
  - Made from black PVC

Performance Parts Catalog

- **Spectre 4" X 3" Coupler Black KN 9761**
  - Universal bolt hole configuration for multiple applications
  - For engines with MAF sensors and 3 inch openings
  - Allows a 3 inch air filter or intake tube or coupler to be mounted directly to MAF
  - Easy to install
  - May require drilling additional holes depending on the application

- **Spectre MAF Sensor Adapter KN 81413**
  - Includes 3 vacuum/vent fittings and port openings for multiple configurations
  - Durable co-polymer ABS resin
  - Chrome exterior finish
  - 3.0 inch outside diameter adapter
  - Use with coupling collar P/N 8706 or with standard flexible couplers

- **Spectre Intake Adapter/Manifold KN 8707**
  - Allows use of a 5 inch air filter or intake tube or coupler
  - For engines with MAF sensors and 3 inch openings
  - Universal bolt hole configuration for multiple applications
  - Will fit most domestic Chrysler, Ford, and GM applications
  - Allows use of a 5 inch filter element

- **Spectre Air Duct Filter Adapter KN 8147**
  - Allows attachment of 3 inch diameter duct components
  - Used with 813x Series, 816x Series and 973x Series filters
  - Universal application
  - Made from high quality material

- **Spectre Intake Adapter/Manifold KN 8707**
  - Allows use of a 5 inch air filter or intake tube or coupler
  - For engines with MAF sensors and 3 inch openings
  - Universal bolt hole configuration for multiple applications
  - Will fit most domestic Chrysler, Ford, and GM applications
  - Allows use of a 5 inch filter element

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
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BREATHER FILTERS

- Triple chrome-plated steel top and base
- Made with pre-dyed synthetic media for lasting color
- Includes a stainless steel adjustable clamp
- 10 mm flange inside diameter
- Fits 3/8 inch to 1/2 inch (8-12mm) tubes

Spectre Breather Filter 10mm, Black KN 3991
Spectre Breather Filter 10mm, Red KN 3992
Spectre Breather Filter 10mm, Blue KN 3996
Spectre Breather Filter 10mm, White KN 3998

- Internal oil baffle
- Polyurethane filter element
- Replace rocker cover PVC valve

Mr. Gasket Breather/Oil Filler Cap GAS 2057

- Open element
- Push-on style
- Fits 122 in. OD holes
- Chrome plated steel

Mr. Gasket Open Element Breather GAS 2049

- Replaces stock grommets
- Eliminate blow-by from non baffled valve covers
- Will not work with stud girdles
- 2 per set

Mr. Gasket Baffled Breather Grommets GAS 5425

- Chrome plated steel
- Internally baffled with filter
- Fits valve covers with 122 in. Opening

Mr. Gasket Breather/Oil Filler Cap GAS 9810

- Chrome plated steel
- Is internally baffled
- Comes with rubber grommet
- Mr gasket logo on the top

Mr. Gasket Breather/Oil Filler Cap GAS 2054

- Contain An Effective Filter
- Traps Oil Vapor
- Prevents Engine Compartment Contamination

Edelbrock Valve Cover Breather EBK 4405

- Edelbrock Part # 4403 Valve Cover Breather is a traditional steel one-piece push in design.
- It is finished with a black mini texture powder coat to match our black valve covers.

Edelbrock Signature Series Black Push-in Breather EBK 4403

PERFORMANCE PARTS

THERMOSTATS

- High performance
- Resists variations in coolant
- Brass and copper construction
- Opens at right temperature

Mr. Gasket High Performance Thermostat GAS 4363

- Rated to open at 180 degrees
- Opens at right temperature regardless of rpm
- Brass and copper construction

Mr. Gasket High Performance Thermostat GAS 4364

- Indicates coolant temperature
- Helps to prevent coolant injuries
- Integrated coolant reclamation valve
- Improves under hood appearance
- Fits most domestic vehicles

Mr. Gasket Thermocap Radiator Cap GAS 2471S

PERFORMANCE PARTS

BRACKETS

- Chrome plated steel
- This bracket is 14 in. x 1 in.
- Has 4 in. slot on one end
- Has 2 -3/8 in. holes on the other end
- Has a slight curve on slotted end

Mr. Gasket Universal Alternator/Generator Arm GAS 9851
**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**DIP STICKS**

- Fits Chevy small block 1965-79 283-400 CID
- Block mounted
- Chrome plated steel

*Mr. Gasket Oil Dipstick And Tube* GAS 6235

- Fits GM TH350 Chevy specific modify for others
- 27 in. Length
- Chrome plated steel

*Mr. Gasket Automatic Transmission Dipstick With Tube* GAS 9764

- Similar To Stock
- Simple Tools Required

*Mr. Gasket Oil Dipstick & Tube* GAS 6920

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**TIMING**

- Fits Chevy small block 1955-87
- For use with OEM style timing chain only
- Chrome plated steel

*Mr. Gasket Timing Cover* GAS 4590

- Fits Chevy small block
- Adjusts with screwdriver
- Chrome plated steel and red anodized

*Mr. Gasket Timing Tab* GAS 4598

- Features 3 ways of optional timing adjustment.
- The Zoom Timing Gear Set features nodular iron sprockets and a dual-row roller chain for accuracy and durability.

*Competition Cams 3-Piece Timing Gear Set* PCC 160001

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**OIL CAPS**

- Chrome plated for great looks
- Fits valve covers with 122 in. Diameter openings

*Mr. Gasket Oil Filler Cap* GAS 9815

- Chrome plated for great looks

*Mr. Gasket Valve Cover/Oil Filler Cap* GAS 2062

- Complete your engine with these premium bowtie-emblem oil filler caps.
- Each one features an embossed and raised bowtie emblem.
- Push-in style for valve covers with 1.22"-diameter hole.

*Chevrolet Performance Oil Filler Cap, Embossed and Raised Bowtie Emblem - Push-In.* STY 141-630

- Push-In Style
- 1.22 Hole
- Bowtie Logo
- Black Crinkle

*Chevrolet Performance Engine Oil Filler Cap* STY 141-629

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**VALVE COVERS**

- Fits Chevy small block
- OEM height
- Chrome plated steel

*Mr. Gasket Valve Cover* GAS 9800

- Triple Chrome-Plated
- Accept All Emissions Equipment
- Accept PCV Valve
- Includes PCV Valve Holes
- Rubber Grommets For Breather

*Edelbrock Signature Series; Valve Cover* EBK 4449

- The Edelbrock #4443 Signature Series Valve Covers are designed for Chevrolet 262-400, 59-86 applications.
- Engineered for function and styled for great looks, Signature Series valve covers have stock-style breather baffles that prevent oil passage to the PCV valve.
- These quality valve covers accept all emissions equipment, including PCV valve holes.
- Rubber grommets for the breather and PCV valve holes are included.
- Matching breathers sold separately.

*Edelbrock Signature Series Valve Covers for Chevrolet 262-400, 59-86* EBK 4443

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Black crinkle valve covers, with their distinctive look and boldly striking Bowtie and CHEVROLET Emblems, inlaid with classic Chevrolet red, are CED painted for long-term corrosion resistance, and then black crinkle painted on the outer surface.

**Chevrolet Performance Black Crinkle Valve Covers For Chevy Small-Block Engines, Stamped Steel STY 141-751**

• Give your engine a striking look with this complete Chevy small-block dress up kit in black crinkle.
• Black crinkle valve covers, with their distinctive look and bold Bowtie and Chevrolet emblems inlaid with classic Chevrolet red, are CED-painted for long-term corrosion resistance and then black-crinkle-painted on the outer surface.
• Includes a pair of tall baffled Bowtie valve covers (141-751), a 14” classic Bowtie air cleaner kit (141-752), a Bowtie timing chain cover (141-753), 8 Bowtie valve cover wing nuts (141-756, 2 packages), 8 Bowtie valve cover hold-down clamps (141-757, 2 packages) and a matching Bowtie push-in valve cover breather cap (141-754).

**Chevrolet Performance Dress Up Kit for Chevy Small-Block Engines STY 141-758**

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**VALVE COVER GASKET**

• Provides excellent flange sealing and durability
• For high performance street drag race oval track

**Mr. Gasket Ultra Seal; Valve Cover Gasket Set GAS 175**

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**WATER OUTLET GASKET**

• Edge molded rubber water outlet gasket is reusable
• Requires no gasket sealer
• Solid aluminum carrier for strength/rigidity

**Mr. Gasket Water Outlet Gasket GAS 738G**

• Made from cellulose/nitrile composition
• Provides excellent sealing and durability
• These gaskets are die cut for precision
• Can be trimmed for port modifications

**Mr. Gasket Water Outlet Gasket GAS 740C**

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**WATER OUTLETS**

• Prevents water leaks
• Precision die cast

**Mr. Gasket Water Neck GAS 2661**

• Prevents water leaks
• Precision die cast

**Mr. Gasket Water Neck GAS 2660**

• Chrome plated
• This is a 45 degree neck
• Comes with o-ring and bolts
• Has small hose fitting on it

**Mr. Gasket Water Neck GAS 2662**

• Chrome plated aluminum
• O-ring style to prevent leaks
• Swivels for hard to fit applications
• Comes with alien head bolts

**Mr. Gasket Water Neck GAS 9141G**

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**CLUTCH ACCESSORIES**

• High Clamp Load Diaphragm cover assembly is computer tested for clamp load, plate lift and finger height to ensure uniform and smooth operation
• Street performance design with premium organic friction disc
• Where required, includes new clutch release bearing and pilot bearing/bushing to complete the job
• Alignment tool (where available) and hydraulic line disconnect tool (where used) included to ensure professional installation

**CARQUEST ZOOM Performance Clutch Set CQC 30048**

• Provides Crisp Shifts
• On Any Stock Automatic Transmission
• Eliminates Soft/Sluggish Shift
• Eliminates Shift Overlap
• Eliminate Clutch and Band Wear

**B & M Shift Improver Kit For 68-81 TH-350 Transmission BMA 30262**

**CARQUEST Adjustable Performance Clutch Cable & Quadrant CQC 48127**

• Designed to resist binding and stretching. The crack-resistant aluminum quadrant provides stability throughout the range of motion for precise actuation.
• The crack-resistant aluminum quadrant provides stability throughout the range of motion for precise actuation.

**CARQUEST Adjustable Performance Clutch Cable & Quadrant CQC 49000**

• Designed to resist binding and stretching. The crack-resistant aluminum quadrant provides stability throughout the range of motion for precise actuation.
• The crack-resistant aluminum quadrant provides stability throughout the range of motion for precise actuation.

**CARQUEST Adjustable Performance Clutch Cable & Quadrant CQC 48127**
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FASTENERS

- Alloy steel fasteners
- Heat-treated to grade 8
- Resists rust and corrosion
- Includes lock washers
- Black plated finish

Mr. Gasket Flywheel Bolts GAS 912

- Grade 8 Material
- Extra Thick Flat Washers
- Ideal For Minimal Space
- 12-pt Head And Flange
- Zinc Plated For Protection

Mr. Gasket Intake Manifold Bolts GAS 6091

- Made from neoprene rubber for ultimate sealing
- Kit include 1 valve cover and 1 PVC grommets

Mr. Gasket Valve Cover Grommet Kit GAS 6376

- Chrome plated steel
- Longer for better sealing
- Helps prevent flange distortion

Mr. Gasket Valve Cover Clamps GAS 9817

- Fits Chevy V8
- Standard Y top 1/4 in. -20 x 5/8 in.
- Chrome plated steel

Mr. Gasket Chrome Valve Cover Wing Bolts GAS 9824

- Features the T bar style 1/4 in.-20 x 5 in.
- Includes set screws
- Chrome plated steel

Mr. Gasket Valve Cover T-Bar Wing Bolts GAS 9820

- High Quality Steel
- Heat-Treated For Strength
- Grade 8 Fasteners
- Resists Rust and Corrosion
- Black Plated Finish

Mr. Gasket Flex Plate to Crankshaft Bolts GAS 6710

- Zinc plated
- Grade 5 quality steel
- Washers included

Mr. Gasket Intake Manifold Bolts GAS 955G

- Has a zinc dichromate finish
- Made of high quality grade 8 steel
- Has a tall hex head to prevent slippage
- Extra thick parallel ground washer
- Washer provides more accurate and uniform torque

Mr. Gasket Ultra Seal; Harmonic Balancer Bolt/Washer Kit GAS 945G

- Has a black oxide coating
- Made of high quality grade 8 steel
- Have a hex head with flange
- Designed for minimal clearance applications

Mr. Gasket Header Bolts GAS 915

- Has a black oxide coating
- Made of high quality grade 8 steel
- Have a hex head with flange
- Designed for minimal clearance applications

Mr. Gasket Header Bolts GAS 917

- Designed for quick easy installation
- Compact bolt head and flange
- Black oxide finish resists corrosion

Mr. Gasket Header Bolts GAS 918G

PERFORMANCE PARTS

VALVETRAIN

- 5/16” diameter, 7.794” length for Small Block Chevy (stock length)
- Best choice when building street rods, RVs or daily drivers
- Meet or exceed all OE pushrod specifications
- Mate perfectly with High Energy and Magnum Rockers
- Durable one-piece construction

Competition Cams High Energy Pushrods for Small Block Chevy, 5/16” Diameter, 7.794” Length PCC 7812-16

Competition Cams Cam Lock Plate PCC 4605S

PERFORMANCE PARTS

INTAKE MANIFOLDS

- Maximizes Performance with Edelbrock Carburetors
- Runners Tuned to Match Square Bore Carburetor
- Maximizes Peak Torque Around 3500 RPM
- Excellent Throttle Response and Mid-Range Power
- For Idle to 5500 RPM Street-Driven Performance

Edelbrock Performer EPS; Intake Manifold EBK 2701
**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**INTAKE MANIFOLD GASKETS**

- Made from cellulose/nitrile composition material
- Provides excellent sealing and durability
- This gasket has silicone beading on both sides

*Mr. Gasket Ultra Seal; Intake Gasket* GAS 5821

- Clean Positive Seal
- Embossed Silicone Bead Surrounding The Port
- Matched To Manifolds And Cylinder Heads

*Edelbrock Intake Manifold Gasket Set* EBK 7201

- Fel-Pro performance intake manifold gaskets have been tested with virtually all aftermarket cylinder head and intake manifold combinations.
- Performance intake manifold gaskets designed without a metal core, to allow engine builders to trim the gasket for exact fit on modified ports.
- No exhaust crossover openings or blocking shields
- Printoseal elastomeric sealing beads to provide extra sealing strength around the intake port.
- Not intended for use in emission controlled vehicles.

*Felpro High Performance Intake Manifold Gasket Set* FEL 1205

**HEADER GASKETS**

- High-temperature exhaust material
- Withstands extreme exhaust heat
- Provides excellent sealing and durability
- Superior tensile strength
- Resists deteriorating

*Mr. Gasket Exhaust Gasket Set* GAS 150A

- High-temperature exhaust material
- Withstands intense exhaust heat
- Resists deteriorating
- Easy removal for disassembly

*Mr. Gasket Aluminum Exhaust Gasket* GAS 7401G

- Made from high temp acrylic blend exhaust material
- Provides excellent sealing and durability
- Can be trimmed if necessary for modified port app

*Mr. Gasket Exhaust Gasket Set* GAS 153

- High-temperature exhaust material
- Withstands extreme exhaust heat
- Provides excellent sealing and durability
- Superior tensile strength
- Resists deteriorating

*Mr. Gasket Exhaust Gasket Set* GAS 150

- Performance exhaust header gasket consisting of a high-density fiber facing material attached to both sides of a perforated steel core.
- Resists blowout and burnout from high-temperature exhaust and is far stronger than basic paper gaskets.
- Anti-stick coating permits motion without damaging the gasket and makes it easier to remove the gasket for future engine service.
- Slotted bolt holes allow for easier header installation.
- Not intended for use in emission controlled vehicles.

*Felpro High Performance Exhaust Manifold Gasket Set* FEL 1404

---

**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**HEADERS**

- Fuel Economy From The Engine
- Leak Test For Max Performance
- Mandrel-Formed Power Plenum
- Leakproof O-Ringed Port Seals
- Include All Mounting Hardware

*Flowtech Standard Header* HOL 11500FLT

- Fuel Economy From The Engine
- Leak Test For Max Performance
- Mandrel-Formed Power Plenum
- Leakproof O-Ringed Port Seals
- Include All Mounting Hardware

*Flowtech Standard Header* HOL 11100FLT

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

### COLLECTOR GASKETS

- Withstands intense exhaust heat
- Graphite-impregnated facing
- Steel expanded metal core
- Superior tensile strength
- Resists deteriorating

**Mr. Gasket Ultra Seal; Collector & Header Muffler Gaskets** GAS 5971

- High-temperature exhaust material
- Withstands extreme exhaust heat
- Provides excellent sealing and durability
- Superior tensile strength
- Resists deteriorating

**Mr. Gasket Collector/Header Muffler Gaskets** GAS 76C

- Manufactured from dead soft aluminum
- Conform to surface irregularities
- Will not shrink deteriorate blow out burn out
- Ideal for race street towing or motor homes
- Include mounting hardware

**Mr. Gasket Aluminum Collector Gasket** GAS 7421G

### PERFORMANCE PARTS

### MUFFLERS

- Flowmaster's Super 44 muffler uses the same Delta Flow technology found in our larger Super 40 mufflers.
- The Super 44 delivers a powerful rich tone and is the most aggressive, deepest sounding, highest performing four-inch case street muffler we’ve ever built!
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. Super 44 Muffler - 2.50 Offset In / 2.50 Offset Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 942548

- The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
- If you're looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler is for you.
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 2.50 Offset In / 2.50 Center Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 42541

- The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
- If you're looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler is for you.
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 2.50 Offset In / 2.50 Offset Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 42543

- The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
- If you're looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler is for you.
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 2.25 Offset In / 2.25 Center Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 42441

- The original Flowmaster series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
- If you’re looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler is for you.
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 3.00 Center In / 2.50 Dual Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 430402

- The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
- If you're looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler is for you.
- Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

**Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 3.00 Offset In / 3.00 Offset Out - Aggressive Sound** FLM 43043

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
• If you’re looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler for you.
• Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 2.25 Offset In / 2.25 Offset Out - Aggressive Sound FLM 42443

• The Super 40 features Flowmaster’s Delta Flow technology.
• It’s larger case profile provides the best of both worlds of performance and sound.
• The Super 40 has that deep powerful sound of the Original 40 series but with all the benefits of performance and low interior resonance from the Delta Flow technology.
• Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. Super 40 Muffler - 3.00 Center In / 3.00 Offset Out - Aggressive Sound FLM 953047

• The Original 40 series muffler delivers an aggressive exterior and interior tone.
• If you’re looking for that original Flowmaster sound this is the muffler for you.
• Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. 40 Series Muffler - 3.00 Offset In / 3.00 Center Out - Aggressive Sound FLM 43041

• The Super 50 series muffler is a larger version of Flowmaster’s 50 series Delta Flow muffler.
• Originally designed for trucks and SUVs, it is also well suited to muscle car and high performance applications.
• In addition, the larger case size significantly reduces interior resonance and provides a deep, rich tone along with mileage and power gains.
• Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. Super 50 Muffler - 2.25 Dual In / 3.00 Center Out - Mild Sound FLM 524553

• MagnaFlow Performance Exhaust has universal mufflers available for many applications in various sizes and configurations to fit your needs.
• Made of 100% stainless steel, these universal mufflers are a great addition since they not only improve your vehicle performance but also give it that show-stopping look.

MagnaFlow Stainless Universal Performance Muffler CAT 11226

• Super 10 Series 409S stainless steel, single chamber mufflers.
• Intended for customers who desire the loudest and most aggressive sound they can find.
• Because these mufflers are so aggressive, they are recommended only for off highway use and not for street driven vehicles.
• These mufflers utilize the same patented Delta Flow technology that is found in Flowmaster’s other Super series mufflers to deliver maximum performance.
• Constructed of 16 gauge 409S stainless steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. Super 10 Muffler 409S - 2.50 Center In / 2.50 Center Out - Aggressive Sound FLM 842515

• The Super 44 muffler uses the same Delta Flow technology found in our larger Super 40 mufflers.
• The Super 44 delivers a powerful rich tone and is the most aggressive, deepest sounding, highest performing four inch case street muffler we’ve ever built!
• Constructed of 16 gauge aluminized steel and fully MIG welded for maximum durability.

Flowmaster Inc. Super 44 Muffler - 2.25 Offset In / 2.25 Center Out - Aggressive Sound FLM 942446

• MagnaFlow Performance Exhaust has universal mufflers available for many applications in various sizes and configurations to fit your needs.
• Made of 100% stainless steel, these universal mufflers are a great addition since they not only improve your vehicle performance but also give it that show-stopping look.

MagnaFlow Stainless Universal Performance Muffler CAT 11226

• Free-Flowing Inner Pass Tube
• Great Performance Sound
• Ribbed Case For Durability
• Low Restriction
• Reduces Backpressure

Flowtech Raptor; Turbo Performance Muffler HOL 50052FLT

• Two chamber design provides a deep aggressive tone
• Available in 2-1/4 inch, 2-1/2 inch or 3 inch inlet and outlet
• High temperature metallic finish or 304 polished stainless steel
• Thrush logo embossed on muffler cover
• Available in 19 inch, 21 inch, or 23 inch overall length

Thrush Welded Muffler WAL 17656

• 100% aluminized coated shell for long life
• Tri-flow design provides that Thrush classic sound
• Available in 2 inch, 2-1/4 inch, or 2-1/2 inch inlet and outlet
• Reversible for maximum flexibility
• Time proven spin lock heads for leak free seal

Thrush Turbo Muffler WAL 17713

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
Thrush Turbo Muffler WAL 17715

- Two chamber design provides a deep aggressive tone
- Available in 2-1/4 inch, 2-1/2 inch or 3 inch inlet and outlet
- High temperature metallic finish or 304 polished stainless steel
- Thrush logo embossed on muffler cover
- Available in 19 inch, 21 inch, or 23 inch overall length

Thrush Welded Muffler WAL 17655

- 100% aluminized coated shell for long life
- Tri-flow design provides that Thrush classic sound
- Available in 2 inch, 2-1/4 inch, or 2-1/2 inch inlet and outlet
- Reversible for maximum flexibility
- Time proven spun lock heads for leak free seal

Thrush Turbo Muffler WAL 17711

- Two chamber design provides a deep aggressive tone
- Available in 2-1/4 inch, 2-1/2 inch or 3 inch inlet and outlet
- High temperature metallic finish or 304 polished stainless steel
- Thrush logo embossed on muffler cover
- Available in 19 inch, 21 inch, or 23 inch overall length

Thrush Welded Muffler WAL 17657

- 100% aluminized coated shell for long life
- Tri-flow design provides that Thrush classic sound
- Available in 2 inch, 2-1/4 inch, or 2-1/2 inch inlet and outlet
- Reversible for maximum flexibility
- Time proven spun lock heads for leak free seal

Thrush Turbo Muffler WAL 17702

- Heavy gauge shell for maximum durability
- Expandable bushings for custom applications
- Continuous Roving Fiberglass for powerful tone and long life
- Straight through design for maximum flow and power
- Available stainless steel or painted

Thrush Glasspack WAL 24214

- Heavy gauge shell for maximum durability
- Expandable bushings for custom applications
- Continuous Roving Fiberglass for powerful tone and long life
- Straight through design for maximum flow and power
- Available stainless steel or painted

Walker Glasspack WAL 24201

- Heavy gauge shell for maximum durability
- Expandable bushings for custom applications
- Continuous Roving Fiberglass for powerful tone and long life
- Straight through design for maximum flow and power
- Available stainless steel or painted

Thrush Glasspack WAL 24203

- Heavy gauge shell for maximum durability
- Expandable bushings for custom applications
- Continuous Roving Fiberglass for powerful tone and long life
- Straight through design for maximum flow and power
- Available stainless steel or painted

Thrush Glasspack WAL 24202

- Heavy gauge shell for maximum durability
- Expandable bushings for custom applications
- Continuous Roving Fiberglass for powerful tone and long life
- Straight through design for maximum flow and power
- Available stainless steel or painted

Thrush Glasspack WAL 24205

- Made from 100% polished stainless steel
- Reduces backpressure for increased torque and horsepower
- Adds a deep, resonant sound
- Dimensions: 2.25” inlet, 3.25” outlet, 16.25” long
- Adds a sweet spot to the rear of your vehicle

DC Sports Stainless Steel Resonated Muffler with Slant Cut Tip - Fits 2.5” Inlet PLT EX-5016

- Universal fit for most vehicles
- Adds a sweet spot to the rear of your vehicle
- Bolt on design can be installed in minutes
- Dimension: 2.63 In. (Inlet) x 9 In. (L)

Pilot Chrome Slant Cut Exhaust Tip - 2.63” (Inlet) x 9” (L) PLT PMZ-017

- Tip fits 1.75” to 2.5” /inlet 2.875” outlet 3.75” Length 9”
- 100 % Stainless Steel Mirror like Polish Finish
- Slant Cut Tip
- 3 Bolt Clamp System
- Adds a sweet spot to the rear of your vehicle

DC Sports Stainless Steel Bolt-On Muffler Tip - Fits 1.75” to 2.5” Pipes PLT EX-1010
**Performance Parts**

### Pilot Polished Stainless Steel Slant Cut Bolt-On Exhaust Tip
- Fits inlets 1.5 In. to 2.75 In. in diameter
- Resonated to enhance sound
- Easy 3 bolt install, installs in minutes
- Dimensions: 3.2 in (intake) x 3.2 in (outlet) x 5.25 in (long)

### Performance Parts

- Resonated to enhance sound
- Easy install, bolts on in minutes
- Polished silver finish
- Made from stainless steel
- Adds a sweet spot to the rear of vehicle

**DC Sports Stainless Steel Bolt-On Muffler Tip**
- Fits 1.75" to 2.5" Pipes

### Pilot Chrome Down Turned Exhaust Tip
- Universal fit for most vehicles
- High-quality triple chrome plating
- Bolt on design can be installed in minutes
- Dimension: 2.25"(H) x 2.25"(W) x 9"(L)

### Pilot Chrome Rolled End Exhaust Tip - 2.25" Inlet x 9" Length
- Universal fit for most vehicles
- High-quality triple chrome plating
- Bolt on design can be installed in minutes
- Dimension: 2.25" In. (Inlet) x 9" Ln. (L)

### Pilot Triple Chrome Steel 9" X 2.125" Square Exhaust Tip - Universal Fit
- Universal fit for most vehicles
- High-quality triple chrome plated exhaust tip
- Crafted from triple chrome plated steel
- Clamp on design can be installed in minutes using basic hand tools
- A hose clamp can be used for added security, or the tip can be permanently welded on
- Adds a sweet spot to the rear of vehicle

### PERFORMANCE PARTS

**CARBURETORS**

**Edelbrock Performer Series; Carb EBK 1406**
- Burnished Aluminum
- GM/AMC-Style Throttle Linkage
- Electric Choke Installed from Factory
- Easy Tuning with 2-Piece Design
- Smooth Secondary Transition

**Edelbrock Performer Series; Carb EBK 1405**
- Burnished Aluminum
- GM/AMC-Style Throttle Linkage
- Can Add Electric Choke PN[1478]
- Easy Tuning with 2-Piece Design
- Smooth Secondary Transition

**Edelbrock Performer Series; Carb EBK 1411**
- Burnished Aluminum
- GM/AMC-Style Throttle Linkage
- Electric Choke Installed from Factory
- Easy Tuning with 2-Piece Design
- Smooth Secondary Transition
Edelbrock Performer Series; Carb EBK 1403
- Burnished Aluminum
- GM/AMC-Style Throttle Linkage
- Electric Choke Installed from Factory
- Easy Tuning with 2-Piece Design
- Smooth Secondary Transition
- Edelbrock Performer Series; Carb EBK 1407
- Burnished Aluminum
- GM/AMC-Style Throttle Linkage
- Can Add Electric Choke PN [1478]
- Easy Tuning with 2-Piece Design
- Smooth Secondary Transition
- Comply w/U.S. Coast Guard Safety Standards
- Teflon Coated Shafts/Pump Arm For Max. Protection
- Edelbrock Performer Series; Marine Carb EBK 1409
- Street Carburetor
- Holley Street Carburetor HOL 0-80457S
- Adjustable Vacuum Secondary
- 4th Generation Power Valve
- Fuel Metering System
- Built-In Secondary Fuel Filters
- External Float Adjustable w/Sight Plug
- Holley Street Avenger; Carburetor HOL 0-80670
- 625 CFM air flow - ideal for use on most stock to mildly modified V8s
- Dual mounting bolt pattern - fits most aftermarket spread/square bore intake manifolds without adapter
- Electric Choke Management means easy cold starts
- Single fuel inlet for simple installation
- Integrated fuel bowl/main body design with gasket above fuel level and no plugged passages to eliminate all potential leak paths
- Demon Carburetion Street DeMon 4-Barrel 625 CFM Carburetor HOL 1900
- High-temperature composite gasket material
- Precision die cut for excellent seal and fit
- Provides excellent torque retention
- Can be trimmed if necessary
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 55C
- Heat-treated nitrile rubber
- Precision die cut
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 57C
- Heat-treated nitrile rubber
- Precision die cut
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 49C
- This stud has a black oxide coating
- Fine threads on one end fits most intakes
- Bullet nose makes Carb installation easy
- Has zinc coated nuts and washers
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 6345G
- Fits up to 1-3/4 in. spacers
- Made of zinc coated steel
- 5/16-24 and 5/16 x 16 threads
- 4 each per set
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 62
- Features bullet nose for ease of installation
- Made of steel
- Has a black oxide coating
- Coating resists corrosions
- Extra long 2 in.
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 6346G
- Assures added safety
- Electro-nickel plated
- Resists rust
- Chrome plated bracket
- Mr. Gasket Universal Dual Throttle Return Spring Kit GAS 19

PERFORMANCE PARTS
CARBURETOR KITS
- High-temperature composite gasket material
- Precision die cut for excellent seal and fit
- Provides excellent torque retention
- Can be trimmed if necessary
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 54C
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 56C
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 57C
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Base Gasket GAS 49C
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 6345G
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 62
- Mr. Gasket Carburetor Studs GAS 6346G
- Mr. Gasket Universal Dual Throttle Return Spring Kit GAS 19

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
- Stainless steel braided - looks great
- Eliminate sticky gas pedal
- Quick and easy installation

**Mr. Gasket Steel Braided Throttle Cable Kit** GAS 5657

- Fits Both 2 And 4 Barrel Applications
- 6 ft. Length
- Stainless Steel Outer Sleeve
- Polished Knob w/ Engraved Edelbrock Logo
- Nice Way To Finish Off Any Carburetor Installation

**Edelbrock Universal Carburetor Choke Cable** EBK 8013

- Chrome plated
- Auto Transmission kick down cable bracket included
- Fits most 2bbl and 4bbl Carbureted applications
- Fits most 2, 3 or 4 bbl throttle body applications

**Mr. Gasket Chrome Plated Throttle Cable Bracket** GAS 6039

- Throttle cable adapter
- For Chevy

**Edelbrock Performer Series Throttle Cable Adapter - GM** EBK 8009

- Quick and Easy Installation
- Diecast Aluminum Adapters
- Includes Gaskets and Studs
- Including Nuts and Washers

**Mr. Gasket Carburetor Adapter Kit** GAS 1932

- The Edelbrock #12382 fuel bowl gasket is designed for Holley 2300, 4150, 4160, 4175 and 4500 Carburetors.
- Kit includes two black nitrile fuel bowl gaskets.

**Edelbrock Fuel Bowl Gasket for 2300, 4150, 4160, 4175 and 4500 Series Carburetors (Qty 2)** EBK 12382

- The Edelbrock #12602 Adjustable Inlet Needle & Seat assembly will fit Carburetors with center hung fuel bowls and can be used as replacements or performance upgrades.
- Kit includes one locking screw, two gaskets and one O-ring. For use with Holley 2300, 4150, 4160, 4165, 4175 and 4500 Series, Quick Fuel 4500, Professional Series and Q-Series, as well as various Demon Carburetors.

**Edelbrock Adjustable Inlet Needle with Viton Tip - 0.097”** EBK 12602

- Automatic Transmission Kickdown Stud

**Edelbrock Automatic Transmission Kickdown Stud** EBK 8018

- The Edelbrock #12413 Carburetor Throttle Ball Assortment comes with 4 different Carburetor ball studs, supplied with hardware.

**Edelbrock Carburetor Throttle Ball Assortment** EBK 12413

- Edelbrock Part # 8026 GM Transmission adapter is for use with 2004R, 700R4, 4L60 transmissions.
- This kit relocates the pin position on an Edelbrock Carburetor when hooking up to a throttle valve style transmission (700R4, 2004R, 4L60).
- The pin location is critical as the TV controls line pressure, shift points, shift firmness, and part throttle downshifts.

**Edelbrock GM Transmission Adapter For Use With 2004R, 700R4, 4L60 Transmissions** EBK 8026

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**Performance Parts**

**Fuel Pumps**

- Lightweight tubing with bronze tip for steel cams
- 5.75" Length
- Eliminates wear at the fuel pump lobe often caused by a stock fuel pump pushrod

**Competition Cams Bronze Tip Fuel Pump**

**Pushrod for Steel Cam** PCC 4607

- Good Up To 300 Horsepower
- Quiet Operation
- Reliable Solid State Design
- Self Priming And Regulating
- Simple 2 Wire Hookup

**Holley Mighty Might Electric Fuel Pump** HOL 12-427

- Good Up To 300 Horsepower
- Quiet Operation
- Reliable Solid State Design
- Self Priming And Regulating
- Simple 2 Wire Hookup

**Holley Mighty Might Electric Fuel Pump** HOL 12-426

**Fuel System Accessories**

- Ideal for custom engine
- Ideal for performance engine
- Polished chrome plating
- Compliment other accessories
- Safety bead for retention

**Mr. Gasket Chrome Plated Canister Fuel Filter** GAS 9746

- Quick viewing of fuel flow and trapped debris
- Chrome plated leak proof housing ends
- 100 micron element for maximum fuel flow
- Replaceable washable filter element
- Easy no hassle type installation

**Mr. Gasket Clearview Fuel Filter** GAS 9706

- Easily select pressure settings
- Easy - quick installation

**Mr. Gasket Fuel Regulator** GAS 9710

- Fuel pressure gauge
- 0 to 15 PSI
- Liquid

**Mr. Gasket Fuel Pressure Gauge** GAS 1561

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
PERFORMANCE PARTS

3 GAUGE KITS

- Includes Oil/Water temperature (FST 8207), Electrical Voltmeter (FST 8205), and Mechanical Oil Pressure (FST 8206)
- Standard 2" white dials for 2-1/16" opening
- Features chrome bezel with removable chrome mounting panel
- Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
- Includes 72" high temperature nylon tubing with 1/8" and 1/4" NPT thread fittings

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2" Triple Gauge Kit (White Face) CPS FST8208

- Includes Oil/Water temperature (FST 8207), Electrical Voltmeter (FST 8205), and Mechanical Oil Pressure (FST 8206)
- Standard 2" white dials for 2-1/16" opening
- Features chrome bezel with removable chrome mounting panel
- Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
- Includes 72" high temperature nylon tubing with 1/8" and 1/4" NPT thread fittings

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2" Triple Gauge Kit (Black Face and Bezel) CPS FST8218

- Includes Mechanical Oil/Water Temperature, Electrical Voltmeter, and Mechanical Oil Pressure gauges
- Popular mini gauges packaged conveniently for easy installation
- Standard 1-1/2" black dials
- Features black bezel with removable black mounting panel
- Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting

Bosch Gauges Style Line 1-1/2" Mini Triple Gauge Kit CPS FST8090

- Includes Mechanical Oil/Water Temperature, Electrical Voltmeter, and Mechanical Oil Pressure gauges
- Popular mini gauges packaged conveniently for easy installation
- Standard 1-1/2" white dials
- Features chrome bezel with removable chrome mounting panel
- Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting

Bosch Gauges Style Line 1-1/2" Mini Triple Gauge Kit CPS FST8092

PERFORMANCE PARTS

MULTI DIGITAL OBD

- ScanGauge II can help you monitor your vehicle’s most vital systems and provide the kind of real-time information you’ve been missing.
- Features include more than 15 built-in digital gauges, 5 sets of trip data and an easy-to-use ScanTool that shows both set and pending trouble codes.
- All in an ultra compact design that installs in minutes.
- Changeable multi-color display.
- Includes Oil/Water temperature, Electrical Voltmeter, and Mechanical Oil Pressure gauges

ScanGauge II Digital Trip Monitor LLC SG2
PERFORMANCE PARTS

BOOST GAUGE TUBING

- For use with our mechanical pressure or mechanical boost gauges
  - 1/8” and 1/4” NPT engine fittings
  - 1/8” NPT gauge fitting
  - 72” of high temperature nylon tubing
  - If metric is needed for your application, use adapter kit FST 7573

Bosch Gauges Nylon Tubing Kit
CPS FST7554

- For use with our mechanical pressure or mechanical boost gauges
  - 1/8” and 1/4” NPT engine fittings
  - 1/8” NPT gauge fitting
  - 72” of soft copper tubing
  - If metric is needed for your application, use adapter kit FST 7573

Bosch Gauges Copper Tubing Installation Kit
CPS FST7584

PERFORMANCE PARTS

TACHOMETERS

- 0-8000 RPM Range, driven by Air Core motor
  - 2-5/8” black dial face with 250 degree sweep
  - Black bezel with mounting hardware
  - Adjustable redline pointer
  - Compatible with 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines

Bosch Gauges Sport II 2-5/8” Tachometer (Black Face)
CPS FST7906

- 0-8000 RPM Range, driven by Air Core motor
  - 3-3/8” white dial face with 250 degree sweep
  - Chrome bezel with mounting hardware
  - Adjustable redline pointer
  - Compatible with 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines

Bosch Gauges Sport II 3-3/8” Tachometer (White Face)
CPS FST7903

- 0-8000 RPM Range, driven by Air Core motor
  - 3-3/8” black dial face with 250 degree sweep
  - Chrome bezel with mounting hardware
  - Adjustable redline pointer
  - Compatible with 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines

Bosch Gauges Sport II 3-3/8” Tachometer (Black Face)
CPS FST7901

- 0-10,000 RPM Range, driven by vibration proof, Air Core meter
  - Large 5” black dial face
  - Compatible with 2, 4, 6, and 8 cylinder engines
  - Pointer return to Zero feature
  - Adjustable swivel mounting foot for mounting at any angle

Bosch Gauges Sport ST 5” Tachometer
CPS FST7900

PERFORMANCE PARTS

TEMP GAUGES

- Range of 100-250 Fahrenheit with 270 degree dial sweep
  - Standard 2” white dial for 2-1/16” opening
  - Features black bezel with removable black mounting panel
  - Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
  - Includes 72” high temperature nylon tubing with 1/2” and 1/4” NPT thread fittings

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Mechanical Water/Oil Temperature Gauge (Black Face)
CPS FST8217

- Range of 100-250 Fahrenheit with 270 degree dial sweep
  - Standard 2” white dial for 2-1/16” opening
  - Features chrome bezel with removable chrome mounting panel
  - Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
  - Includes 72” high temperature nylon tubing with 1/2” and 1/4” NPT thread fittings

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Mechanical Water/Oil Temperature Gauge (White Face)
CPS FST8207

PERFORMANCE PARTS

VOLT GAUGES

- Range of 8 to 18 volts with a 60 degree sweep
  - Standard 2” black dial for 2-1/16” opening
  - Features black bezel with removable black mounting panel
  - Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
  - Requires hook up wire

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Electrical Voltmeter Gauge (Black Face)
CPS FST8215

- Range of 8 to 18 volts with a 60 degree sweep
  - Standard 2” white dial for 2-1/16” opening
  - Features chrome bezel with removable chrome mounting panel
  - Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
  - Requires hook up wire

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Electrical Voltmeter Gauge (White Face)
CPS FST8205

PERFORMANCE PARTS

OIL PRESSURE GAUGES

- Range of 0-100 PSI with a 270 degree sweep
  - Standard 2” black dial for 2-1/16” opening
  - Features black bezel with removable black mounting panel
  - Includes 12 Volt internal backlighting
  - Includes 72” high temperature nylon tubing with 1/8” and 1/4” NPT thread fittings

Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Mechanical Oil Pressure Gauge (Black Face)
CPS FST8216

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
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Bosch Gauges Style Line 2” Mechanical Oil Pressure Gauge (White Face) CPS FST8206

Performance Parts

Alternators

- A manufacturing break-through has enabled PROFORM to offer 100% NEW alternators with the same affordability as our popular re-built models!
- Each unit is supplied with its own individual Quality Assurance graph documenting its performance and is easily identified by the machined pulley.

Proform 100% New, Chrome 1-Wire Alternator, GM 100 Amp STY 66445.1N

- Continuous amp rating of 20 amps at 12 volts
- Momentary rating of 125 amps at 12 volts
- Splices into battery cable

Mr. Gasket Master Disconnect Switch GAS 6276

Performance Parts

Starter

- High-torque, gear-reduction design.
- 100% NEW, not rebuilt.
- Offset design results in more clearance between the oil pan and the starter, and can be rotated for additional chassis clearance.
- The high-torque, high-output motor spins the engine over faster than stock starters, delivering 40-50% more cranking power.
- 3.75-to-1 sealed gear-reduction drive and full ball bearing construction.

Proform High Torque Starter Chevy V6, S/B & B/B V8 Engines 12 V 14 Kw Motor, 11:1 Comp STY 66256

Performance Parts

Caps & Rotors

- Heavy Duty Cap and Rotor Kit
- With Brass Inserts

Accel Distributor Cap And Rotor Kit GAS 8233

- Features Protection From Arc Thru And Crossfire
- Features 60k V Rated Alkyd Compound
- Stainless Steel Terminals Inserts And Steel Rotor Springs
- High Spark Energy Flow

Accel Distributor Cap & Rotor GAS 8139

- Heavy Duty Cap and Rotor Kit
- With Brass Inserts

Accel Distributor Cap And Rotor Kit GAS 8234

- Racing Distributor Rotor
- Standard Height Rotor

Accel Distributor Rotor GAS 130141

- High Performance Distributor Cap

Accel Distributor Cap GAS 120141

- High Performance Distributor Cap

Accel Distributor Cap GAS 120142

- Parts are molded from high quality voltage insulating materials
- Resists Carbon tracking while ensuring that the ignition spark reaches the spark plug terminals
- Low resistance brass is used for maximum voltage transfer
- Performance replacement part

MSD Ignition Distributor Cap/Rotor, GM HEI, Red MSD 8416

- Parts are molded from high quality voltage insulating materials
- Resists Carbon tracking while ensuring that the ignition spark reaches the spark plug terminals
- Low resistance brass is used for maximum voltage transfer
- Performance replacement part

MSD Ignition Distributor Cap/Rotor Kit, Ford MSD 8482
PERFORMANCE PARTS

COILS

- SuperStock Canister Style Coil
- Higher Energy Output
- Quicker Starting
- Improved Throttle Response
- Higher RPM Power

Accel Super Stock Coil GAS 8140

- SuperStock Canister Style Coil
- Higher Energy Output
- Quicker Starting
- Improved Throttle Response
- Higher RPM Power

Accel Super Stock Coil GAS 8140C

- Super Coil Ignition Coil
- Optimized Low Resistance
- Silicon Magnetic Steel E-Core
- Higher Energy/Voltage Outputs
- Quicker Starts

Accel Super Coil GAS 140012

- Remote Mount Ignition Coil
- Higher Energy/Voltage Outputs
- Quicker Starts
- Improved Throttle Response
- More High RPM Power

Accel Remote Mount Super Coil GAS 140011

- Super Coil Ignition Coil
- Higher Energy Output
- More High RPM Power
- No Need To Remove Distributor
- Resist Shock And Vibration

Accel Super Coil GAS 140003

- Low resistance and improved turns ratio produces a powerful spark for improved performance
- Special windings and high voltage output; does not include a ballast resistor
- Sturdy metal housing is finished in red
- OBD II and Carb approved; legal for use in all states; D-40-37

MSD Ignition Blaster 2 Coil MSD 8202

- 30,000 Volts. Direct OEM replacement.
- Optimized coil design yields at least 15% more energy available for the spark than the most common OEM coils.
- Provides the spark energy throughout the RPM range and with no energy degradation up to 11,000 engine RPMs. Plated Copper terminals for added current conduction.

PerTronix 30728 Flame-Thrower Coil 1998-2008 Ford 4.6L/5.4L/6.8L Modular 2-Valve COP (Coil On Plug) Set of 8 PRX 30728

- 30,000 Volts. Direct OEM replacement.
- Optimized coil design yields at least 15% more energy available for the spark than the most common OEM coils.
- Provides the spark energy throughout the RPM range and with no energy degradation up to 11,000 engine RPMs. Plated Copper terminals for added current conduction.

PerTronix 30731 Flame-Thrower Coil 2004-2008 Ford 4.6L/5.4L Modular 3-Valve COP (Coil On Plug) PRX 30731

- PerTronix 40011 Flame-Thrower Coil 40,000 Volt 1.5 ohm Black
- 40,000 volts.

PerTronix 40011 Flame-Thrower Coil 40,000 Volt 1.5 ohm Black PRX 40011

PERFORMANCE PARTS

DISTRIBUTORS

- High Performance 4 Pin Module
- Steel Alloy Drive Gear
- Compatible w/Fiat Tappet Or Hydraulic Roller Cam
- All New Components
- Regain Horsepower And Economy

Accel Performance Replacement; Distributor GAS 59107C

- All new components, including the coil, spec’d by MSD engineers
- The only value priced HEI with a full one year warranty
- Heavy duty distributor gear for durability
- Welded weight pins and heavy duty construction
- Adjustable vacuum advance helps tune it to each engine

MSD Ignition Distributor, Chevy HEI, Street Fire MSD 8362

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
PERFORMANCE PARTS
IGNITION ACCESSORIES

- Abs heat resistant plastic
  - Solid black w/no logo
  - Fits 7mm or 8mm wires
  - For street or competition
  Mr. Gasket Competition Wire Separator Kit GAS 9728

- ABS plastic
  - Heat resistant
  - Fits 7mm and 8mm wires
  - For competition and street use
  Mr. Gasket Competition Wire Separator Kit GAS 9727

- Chrome plated for great looks
  - Fits 7/8mm wires
  Mr. Gasket Competition Style Wire Loom Kit GAS 9880

- Chrome plated steel loom set
  - Chrome plated dividers
  - Includes rubber grommets
  Mr. Gasket Four Wire Loom Set GAS 9751

- Fits tall valve covers
  - Chrome plated steel
  - Each dividers holds 4 wires
  - Packaged in pairs
  Mr. Gasket Four Wire Loom Set GAS 9753

- Black oxide coating
  - Grade 8 steel
  - Nuts are included
  - Washer are included when required
  - Has 3 bolts per set
  Mr. Gasket Torque Converter To Flex Plate Bolts GAS 6716

- HEI Battery/Tach Pigtail
  Accel HEI Battery/Tach Pigtail GAS 170072

- Chrome plated steel
  - Fits most stock designs
  - Universal horizontal mount
  - Includes mounting bracket bolt and nut
  Mr. Gasket Universal Coil Cover GAS 9777

- Fits Chevy small and big block V8 and 200 229 V6
  - Ideal for magneto distributors
  - Chrome plated steel
  Mr. Gasket Competition Distributor Clamp GAS 6197

- Works on 7mm and 8mm ignition wire
  - Guide for stripping wire
  - Use in vice to crimp HEI and points style terminals
  - Inexpensive alternative to more expensive crimping tools
  Accel Wire Crimper Tool - 7mm & 8 mm GAS 170040

- Fits 1974-79 GM HEI distributors with e-clips
  - Includes detailed instructions
  - Weights springs center plate and nylon bushings
  Mr. Gasket HEI Advance Curve Kit GAS 929G

- With soft touch rev control
  - Higher output with 530 primary volts and 135mj of spark energy
  - Efficient components use less current to produce more power
  - Set an RPM limit on the 6AL with two rotary dials
  - Same bolt pattern as the original 6AL with a lower profile housing
  MSD Ignition Digital 6AL Ignition, with Rev Limiter MSD 6425

- PerTronix 1281 Ignitor Ford 8 cyl
  - Delivers twice the voltage to the spark plugs, increasing horsepower, fuel economy, and spark plug life.
  PerTronix 1281 Ignitor Ford 8 Cyl PRX 1281

- PerTronix 1181 Ignitor Delco 8 cyl
  - Delivers twice the voltage to the spark plugs, increasing horsepower, fuel economy, and spark plug life.
  PerTronix 1181 Ignitor Delco 8 Cyl PRX 1181

- PerTronix D2000 Flame-Thrower HEI GM 4 Pin Module
  - Thick film technology on alumina ceramic substrates removes heat for greater accuracy and improved reliability.
  PerTronix D2000 Flame-Thrower HEI GM 4 Pin Module PRX D2000
**PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**SPARK PLUG WIRES**

- 8mm Copper Wire Core
- Silicone Spark Plug Boots
- Zinc-Plated Terminals
- 450 Degree Silicone and EPDM Rubber

**Accel Custom Fit Super Stock; Spark Plug Wire Set** GAS 4048

- Replacement For One Wire
- Yellow; Carbon/Graphite Core
- Dielectric Grease Included
- Includes Boots and Terminals
- Male/Female Distributor Towers

**Accel Universal Coil Leads** GAS 170500R

- Suppression Core
- Universal Fit

**Accel Universal Fit Super Stock 7mm Copper; Spark Plug Wire Set** GAS 3008

- 8mm Copper Wire Core
- Silicone Spark Plug Boots
- Zinc-Plated Terminals
- 450 Degree Silicone and EPDM Rubber

**Accel Custom Fit Super Stock; Spark Plug Wire Set** GAS 4056

- Helically wound conductor suppresses electro & radio noise
- Kevlar core combination for great strength & durability
- Heavy duty terminals for secure connection
- 8 mm silicone and synthetic jacket resists heat and abrasion
- 500 ohms per foot resistance for improved spark delivery and power

**MSD Ignition Street Fire Plug Wire Set** MSD 5551

- Helically wound conductor suppresses electro and radio noise
- Kevlar core combination for great strength and durability
- Heavy duty terminals for secure connection
- 8 mm silicone and synthetic jacket resists heat and abrasion
- 502 ohms per foot resistance for improved spark delivery and power

**MSD Ignition Street Fire Plug Wire Set** MSD 5553

- **PERFORMANCE PARTS**

**HEADER PLUGS**

- Header-Box
- U-Groove Ground Electrode
- Five-Rib Aluminum Insulator
- Copper Core Nickel/Chrome Steel
- Electric Heat Seal

**Accel U-Groove Header Plugs, 8 Pack** GAS 8198
**Accel U-Groove Header Plugs, 8 Pack** GAS 8199

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
PERFORMANCE PARTS

SHIFTERS

- Base Trims To Custom Fit Floor
- NHRA and IHRA Reverse Lockout Meets Requirements
- Includes Neutral Safety Switch
- Includes Backup Light Switch
- Includes Black T-Handle and Cable

**B & M Automatic Shifter, Z-Gate** BMA 80681

- TCI engineers have developed the new FAST-GATE Shifter to be universal in design, allowing it to be used in virtually any 3- or 4-speed application, either street or race.
- The FAST-GATE Shifter also includes a stylish and durable injection molded cover, cable and all required hardware for a simple installation.
- There is no need to buy extra accessory pieces.
- The TCI FAST-GATE Shifter's sturdy construction is capable of withstanding the demands of racing, yet looks classy in most street applications.
- The stamped components ensure smooth, accurate movements when shifting, and the reverse lockout mechanism eliminates the chance of transmission damage from accidentally shifting into reverse.

**TCI FAST-GATE Shifter** PCC 616541

PERFORMANCE PARTS

SHIFTER ACCESSORIES

- Black rubber boot
- Chrome plated steel ring
- Comes with screws
- Fits most applications

**Mr. Gasket Shifter Boot** GAS 9648

- Polished aluminum with black insert
- Bushings for different size sticks
- Has set screw included in package
- Has indentions to fit your fingers

**Mr. Gasket Competition Gear Shift Handle** GAS 9624

- Fits Most B&M Shifters
- Fits Most Aftermarket SAE And Metric Shifters
- All B&M Automatic Shifters
- 1/2-20 Threads
- B&M quality

**B & M Shifter Accessory, Universal Aluminum, T-Handle, Brushed Finish, SAE and Metric** BMA 80641

- Universal T-handle with brushed finish.

**Hurst Universal T-Handle - Brushed Finish** BMA 1530020

- Hurst Name Embossed On Both Sides
- Firm, Comfortable, Natural Grip When Shifting
- Less Chance Of Hand Slipping And Missing A Shift
- CNC Machined from Solid Billet Aluminum
- Supplied With Adapters

**Hurst Shifter Accessories, Universal Pistol Grip Shift Handle Brushed Aluminum** BMA 1531000

ENGINE MOUNTS

- Gains Both Performance and Longevity
- Will Handle Any and All Torque
- Out Lasts Rubber

**Energy Suspension Motor Mount** PPS 3.1114G

- Unique Safety Interlock Design
- Impervious to Vehicle Oils and Chemicals
- Strong Enough To Handle High Performance

**Energy Suspension Transmission Mount** PPS 3.1108G

SUSPENSION

- Easy to Install
- Increase Efficiency
- Superior Performance and Greater Longevity
- Last Much Longer Than OEM Rubber End Links

**Energy Suspension Heavy Duty Sway Bar End Link Set** PPS 9.8105R

- Made from HYPER-Flex Polyurethane
- Allows Vehicle to Work At Maximum Efficiency
- Easy to Install
- Superior Performance and Greater Longevity
- Lasts Much Longer Than OEM Rubber End Links

**Energy Suspension Sway Bar End Link Kit** PPS 9.8117R

- Allows Sway Bar System to Work At 100% Efficiency
- Zerk Type Fittings
- Allows for Periodic Greasing
- Lasts Much Longer Than OEM Rubber Bushings
- Handling Characteristics Improve Dramatically

**Energy Suspension Sway Bar Bushing Set** PPS 9.5161R

- Allows Sway Bar System to Work At 100% Efficiency
- Zerk Type Fittings
- Allows for Periodic Greasing
- Lasts Much Longer Than OEM Rubber Bushings
- Handling Characteristics Improve Dramatically

**Energy Suspension Sway Bar Bushing Set** PPS 9.5165R
PERFORMANCE PARTS

HEADER WRAP

- Withstands 1800 Deg F direct/2500 Deg F intermittent heat
- Promotes increased flow for improved performance
- Reduces temperature & vibration breakdown
- Extremely pliable for a tight and secure wrap
- High resistance to abrasions, oil spills, temperatures and vibration breakdown

Design Engineering Exhaust Wrap - Titanium, 2" x 15' DEI 10129

- Wrap header tubes to protect plug wires
- Wrap downpipes to improve velocity
- Wrap sections of exhaust & tail pipe to reduce heat from entering vehicle interior
- Wrap motorcycle pipes to prevent leg burns

Design Engineering Pipe Wrap & Locking Ties Kit - Black, 2" x 25' DEI 10119

- Reduce under hood temperatures a realistic 50%
- Decreases exhaust density & increases exhaust flow
- Improves horsepower
- Withstands 1200 Deg F direct/2000 Deg F radiant
- Added durability and heat retention

Design Engineering Exhaust Wrap Black, 2" x 50' DEI 10108

- Reduces underhood temps up to 50%
- Withstands 1800 Deg F / 2500 Deg F intermittent heat
- Improves exhaust flow for added power
- Unique Carbon fiber look

Design Engineering Titanium Exhaust Wrap, 2" x 50' DEI 10098

- Withstands 1200 Deg F direct continuous heat
- Helps prevent burn-through, hardening and cracking of boots
- Universal-fits most straight or angled boots
- Installs in seconds
- Double-wall construction for added durability

Design Engineering Protect-A-Boot 6” Spark Plug Boot Protectors - Silver (2-Pack) DEI 10501

- Constructed of high grade 304 stainless steel
- Capable of withstanding heat in excess of 2500 Deg F
- Strong - 100 lb. tensile strength

Design Engineering Stainless-Steel Locking Ties 8” (8 Per Pack) DEI 10201

- The perfect solution to secure metal locking ties quickly!

Design Engineering Locking Tie Tool DEI 10220

- Withstands direct heat up to 400 Deg F and 2000 Deg F radiant heat
- Flexible and easy to apply
- Strong self-adhesive backing
- Use to secure panels, seal air boxes, wrap wiring & more

Design Engineering Cool Tape 1-1/2" x 15' DEI 10408

- Capable of withstanding 500 Deg F direct / 2000 Deg F radiant heat
- Pliable for tight bends
- Trim to desired length
- Five popular diameters to choose from

Design Engineering Heat Sheath - Aluminized Sleeving 3/4" x 3' DEI 10403

- Protect wires, cables, hoses, pipes & tubing from radiant heat sources
- Radiant heat protection up to 2000 Deg F
- Self-adhesive backing with release liner for easy installation
- Moisture & solvent resistant
- Virtually NO clearance needed

Design Engineering Reflect-A-Cool - Radiant Heat Barrier 12" x 24" DEI 10909

- Prevent Starter and Solenoid failure from heat soak

Design Engineering Versa Shield Protective Starter Wrap, 7” x 24” DEI 10908

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Developed specifically for any application where extreme high heat is present
• Will protect wires and lines when exposed up to 1800 Deg. F

**Design Engineering Titanium Protect-A-Sleeve, 4’ x 1/2” Diameter** DEI 10065

• Protects against abrasion chemicals & the elements
• Rated for 375 Deg. F constant temp
• 500 Deg. F melting point
• Superior in style & function to plastic tubing
• Cut to fit

**Design Engineering Easy Loom Protective Sleeve, 3/8” x 20 Feet** DEI 10652

• Protects wires, cables, fuel and brake lines etc...
• Withstands direct heat up to 500∞F
• Made from convoluted nylon 6 tubing-not plastic
• Reduces temperature by more than 40%

**Design Engineering Cool-Tube - 1/2” I.D. x 3’** DEI 10414

• For firewalls, bulkheads, engine covers, floors, seat bottoms & more
• Capable of handling continual temperatures up to 850 Deg F
• Resists UV degradation for long-term performance
• Virtually NO clearance needed
• Adhesive protected by a release liner rated up to 325 Deg F

**Design Engineering Reflect-A-GOLD - Heat Reflective Tape - 1.5” x 15’ Roll** DEI 10394

• Extremely light weight, cut to fit
• Adhesive backing

**Design Engineering Reflect-A-Gold - Heat Reflective Barrier, 12” x 24”** DEI 10021

• Heat protection up to 1500 Deg F
• Penetrates, seals, protects and prolongs the lifespan of exhaust wrap
• Protection from abrasions, hot oil spills & road grime
• Many uses around the home and shop
• 12 oz. spray can

**Design Engineering Hi-Temp Silicone Coating Spray - Black** DEI 10301

• Heat protection up to 1500 Deg F
• Penetrates, seals, protects and prolongs the lifespan of exhaust wrap
• Protection from abrasions, hot oil spills & road grime
• Many uses around the home and shop
• 12 oz. spray can

**Design Engineering Hi-Temp Silicone Coating Spray - Aluminum** DEI 10302